
 

 

Films have long impacted the way I view the world. From watching The Lion King (1994) 

enamored as a child, to contemplatively watching Hollywood classics such as Rear window (1954) 

and The Apartment (1960) as a young adult, films have always given me a better understanding of 

myself and the people around me. Films allow their creators to capture a certain fragment of the 

human experience through a unique, personal lens. Such a medium or industry requires great 

minds, and great talents, many of whom working today are of great inspiration to me. I aim to 

obtain more knowledge about the art of filmmaking and deepen my understanding of how cinema 

shapes our individual minds and even culture at large. Thus, I would like to apply at your esteemed 

university to obtain my bachelor’s degree in film studies.  

Cinematic arts have undeniably altered the human experience, as evident by many culture-defining 

movies. I strive to obtain my bachelor’s degree in Film studies, as I do not only aspire to gain 

experience in producing and crafting art on screen, but also to widen my scope of the artform’s 

history. Furthermore, I have an enthusiasm for English Literature that has inspired my appreciation 

for the nuances of filmmaking and the art of storytelling. Because of my fascination with creating 

and producing stories, I believe that pursuing a degree in Film studies at King’s college is the right 

path for me to take.  

In addition, throughout the years I have developed skills in filmmaking and practical learning alike 

that I plan to strengthen by attending your respected educational institution. For example, I have 

developed my writing skills, strong communication and public speaking, time management, 

problem solving and decision making. I have also practiced my creative skills, primarily creative 

writing, in order to enhance my abilities in compelling storytelling.  

I believe that King’s College will enable me to grow in various areas, such as my critical and 

academic understanding of films, as well my creative application of my critical studies in 

filmmaking and production. I look forward to widening my horizons and pushing my creative and 

academic limits further. I am hopeful that you would consider my application and allow me to 

have the chance to be taught by your professional respected faculty.  

 

Sincerely, 

Maya Tammar 

 


